Love is… (by Woody Wolfe, Jr., 2004)

There’s nothing to hide nothing to fear
Everything is crystal clear.
No phony disguise. No faces to wear
There is nothing we can not share.
‘Cause I am at ease when I am with you.
I know love is gonna see us through.
Clapping through this section

CHORUS:
Love is higher than the mountains (Reach Up)
Love is deeper than the oceans (Reach Toes)
Love is wider than the miles between you and me. (Reach Wide, Point to you and me)
Love is stronger than a freight train. (Guns)
Love is faster than a jet plane. (Slap hands together)
Love is bigger than the troubles that we’ll ever see. (Hands overhead, hands around eyes like binolculars)

We're never apart. We're never alone.
Love is closer than the telephone.
No wall is too high, no distance too great that love would ever hesitate
‘Cause we are the stage and love is the play
And the scene is just another day.

CHORUS

Long is the day and dark is the night I know love is going to be our light.
Valley is low the desert is dry…. Love will never die!

CHORUS